
 

Just the Soul BLUE by Adrian Vega

"I just saw Adrian's effect Just The Soul. He has hit it out of the park again. So
direct, so amazing and so practical. This might very well be his best release yet!."
- Marc DeSouza

"Just the Soul fried my brain completely! It's exactly what a CAAN should look
and feel like, PURE MAGIC! It brought me back to that special childhood place
where EVERYTHING is possible, Thank you!."
- Javier FuenMayor

"Adrian Vega is a fantastic magician and creator, and he has come up with
diabolical applications for this gimmick."
- Matt Baker

"After years of experience, Adrian Vega share these incredible ideas with you. I
can't imagine the reactions of your audience with this. Enjoy them my friend"
- Dani DaOrtiz

Adrian Vega has created miracles for magicians everywhere, and now you could
learn not one, but TWO of his most practical and commercial effects, directly
from his working repertoire.

The definite CAAN effect with a normal deck of card, with NO duplicates, and as
direct as you see in the video. A spectator will think any number and will count
directly from the deck, with NO switches and the prediction card in full view from
the beginning... just the perfect CAAN effect.

Also, if you don't have any deck with you, you gonna learn, as a plus, one miracle
just with ONE folded card, where the spectator will imagine the value and the suit
to create in his mind only one card... that will be exactly the folded card!

Again, NO switches, NO "weird" moves, just one card and his imagination.

This is a complete project full of psychology, direct magic, and natural handlings.

Something more important than just one more trick. Directly from the Spanish
Magic School, Adrian Vega will share with you professional magic for real
magicians.
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The full package include the hand-made GIMMICK READY TO USE and a full
tutorial with all the details to perform these miracles directly from the box!

Remember:

Spectator count the cards.
Normal deck of cards
No duplicates.
Different predictions in real BICYCLE QUALITY.
No switches at any time.
Just one folded card in full view from the beginning.

This is "Just the Soul", a project by Adrian Vega.
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